LOGISTICS CLUSTER – Cargo Prioritization and Scheduling
Overview

Requesting Organisations
submit their CMRs to WFP’s
Logistics Cluster Cell

CMR

LCC checks the validity of the CMR:
- CMR is properly filled
- Request is valid
(location not accessible by road / emergency service)

Prioritization Cell establishes
priorities in terms of areas to
serve and goods needed
Updated minimum every 72
hours

CMR is checked
against established
priorities in regards of
location and nature of
the goods

List of
updated
priorities

Mission Scheduling Cell
meets daily at 10:00 am,
allocates assets to deliver
goods and prepares flight
scheduling

UNHAS Ops Team
designs a proposed
number of sorties to
fulfil the prioritised
requests. Proposal is
submitted to the Mission
Scheduling Cell.

A consolidated list of
prioritized requests is
provided to UNHAS
Ops Team.
CMR

Flight
Scheduling
provided to
UNHAS &
LCC

UNHAS / Service
Providers receive flight
schedules and perform
missions.
Caveat: The Air Carrier
Capt. has final decision
on feasibility of
requested mission(s).

Airlift
organized

The LCC notifies requesting party about planning
and calls the cargo forward
Ad Hoc Transportation provided
to deliver goods in Vilamor Air Base

The LCC provides daily
reports and tracking of
goods in the pipeline to
NDCC / DSWD and
IASC

LCC:
The Logistics Cluster Cell, managed
by WFP and composed of staff of
IASC Organisations, provides
support to the GOP response. The
LCC administers the cargo booking
process and feeds information to the
Prioritisation and Mission Planning
Cells.

Prioritization Cell: The Prioritization
Cell is jointly chaired by the NDCC
and the Office of the Resident
Coordinator. The Cell is also
comprised of representatives of the
DSWD. The Prioritisation Cell will
designate priorities in terms of areas
to serve and relief goods needed.

Drop Off
Point

Goods are being distributed
to population in need

Mission Scheduling Cell: The
Scheduling Cell is jointly chaired by
the NDCC and UNHAS.
Representatives of the Philippines
Air-Force will provide liaison to
address operational bottlenecks. The
Cell will produce the schedule to fulfil
the requested missions.

